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STATEMENT ANSWER

There is a distinctness within Consciousness that we call soul yes infinity

Experiencing ALL aspects of Consciousness in this Universe IS 

the soul's only goal
yes infinity

One aspect of our free will is the ability of the soul to choose 

what it will experience next
yes million

When the soul reaches a certain level of maturity, it 

understands that it cannot know which body/life would act best 

in its development

yes billion

The body/life chosen to be experienced may be experienced by 

many souls
yes infinity

It is experienced by all those souls who need to experience that 

specific body/life to continue their development
yes infinity

The body/life of the Buddha or Jesus Christ could be 

experienced by many souls in their development
yes million

Time exists only for the manifest reality yes 10 million

Within each dimension, there are many souls experiencing lives no

There is only one soul within each dimension yes 50,000

Each dimension is like a movie which has already been filmed yes 25,000

A soul may step into a specific body/life/role to experience it yes 50,000

A soul in a particular dimension has the ability to affect other 

dimensions
no  
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The soul experiencing that particular body/life is the only active 

part of Consciousness in that dimension
yes 50,000

This is the task that is given to the soul - to experience that 

particular body/life
yes 50,000

It is like being plugged into a three dimensional movie in which 

you are the only active player experiencing a pre-programmed 

script

yes 50,000

The originating DNA is hard wired yes 50,000

Portions of the script are hard-wired yes 50,000

The date of death of the body/life is pre-programmed yes 50,000

Portions of the life itself can be re-coded by the soul as the life 

is experienced
yes 50,000

 

* According to Dr Hawkins Map of Consciousness extended to 

the level of infinity

LOC = 5001


